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Ten generations of the Riedel family have produced some of the world’s finest 
crystal creations for more than two centuries. The ninth generation of this 
glass-making family, Professor Claus Josef Riedel, was the first glass designer 
to recognise that the size and shape of a glass affects one’s perception of the 
aroma and taste of wine. 

Working with leading winemakers and sommeliers of the world, Riedel has 
developed and designed glasses that are tailor made for drinking pleasure and 
to enhance the wine experience.

The finest glasses for 
both technical and 
hedonistic purposes are 
those made by Riedel. 
The effect of these 
glasses on fine wine 
is profound. I cannot 
emphasize enough what 
a difference they make.”

Robert M. Parker, Jr. The 
Wine Advocate

The Riedel family has 
never stamped its name 
on a single bottle of 
wine. But over the 
past 50 years, this 
Austrian clan of master 
glassmakers has done 
more to enhance the 
oenophile’s pleasure than 
almost any winemaking 
dynasty.”

TIME MAGAZINE

About Riedel
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Glasses
VERITAS CHAMPAGNE

The unadorned machine-made Champagne wine glass of the light-weight 
glass collection RIEDEL Veritas distinguishes lighter, finer and being suitable for 
long term daily use at home. This glass allows the wide range of Champagne 
to unfold. The larger rim diameter enables the aromas of Champagne to 
be released, in a way which is not achieved when using a narrow flute. The 
glass also includes a ‘sparkling point’ to aid the formation of the Champagne 
bubbles. RIEDEL VERITAS combines the charm of a handmade glass with the 
consistent accuracy only a machine made glass can achieve.

644928

The unadorned machine-made Riesling and Zinfandel glass of the light-weight 
glass collection RIEDEL Veritas distinguishes lighter, finer and being suitable 
for long term daily use at home. The shape of the glass best supports the 
characteristic bouquet of fruity red wines or floral white wines – aroma and 
taste are dominated by fermented grape juice and the flavor of yeast. RIEDEL 
VERITAS combines the charm of a handmade glass with the consistent accuracy 
only a machine made glass can achieve.

644915

VERITAS RIESLING / ZINFANDEL
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Glasses
6408/01 001 RED GLASS

The wine-friendly machine-made red wine glass radiates pure elegance, for 
utmost enjoyment and is perfect for business. This multifunctional red wine 
glass is shaped to enhance the aroma and flavor of all aromatic wines. 

6408/01 001 Red Glass

The machine-made Oaked Chardonnay glass of the contemporary glass 
collection Vinum XL impresses by its remarkable size and is notably pleasant 
to hold. The size of the bowl allows space for the rich bouquet to develop its 
superbly diverse range of aromas, while minimizing the risk of becoming over 
concentrated. Positioned as the new generation of RIEDEL wine glasses, Vinum 
XL brings fresh excitement to benchmark Vinum machine blown range.

641657

VINUM XL MONTRACHET
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VERITAS NEW WORLD PINOT NOIR

The unadorned machine-made New World Pinot Noir, Nebbiolo and Rosé 
Champagne glass of the light-weight glass collection RIEDEL Veritas impresses 
with its delicate shape and excels through its focus on new world wines.. The 
bowl of the New World Pinot Noir glass allows the bouquet to develop to the 
full, while slightly flared top lip maximizes the fruit flavors by directing a precise 
flow onto the front palate. RIEDEL VERITAS combines the charm of a handmade 
glass with the consistent accuracy only a machine made glass can achieve.

644967
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Tasting Kits
5449/74 - RIEDEL VERITAS RED WINE SET

This set contains 3 pieces RIEDEL Veritas:  Merlot/Cabernet, New World 
Pinot Noir and Old World Syrah. The Merlot/Cabernet glass showcases the 
majestically structured red wines in all their complexity and finesse. The bowl 
of the New World Pinot Noir glass allows the bouquet to develop to the full, 
while the slightly flared top lip maximizes the fruit flavors by directing a precise 
flow onto the front palate. The Syrah glass is designed to deliver the classic 
aromas of toast and black olives, which are typical for wines made of Syrah 
grapes. The RIEDEL Veritas bowls are based on the DNA of grape varietals and 
differentiates for the first time between “New World” and “Old World” within 
one glass collection.

5884/47 - RIEDEL PERFORMANCE TASTING SET

This set contains 4 pieces Performance: Cabernet, Pinot Noir, Riesling and 
Chardonnay. The machine-made tasting set of the technologically advanced 
glass collection Performance is the new ultimate loudspeaker for fine wine. 
The Cabernet glass showcases the majestically structured red wines in all their 
complexity and finesse. The shape of the bowl of the Pinot Noir glass supports 
peatiness flavour and the taste of plum of these sensual red wines. The shape 
of the Riesling glass best supports the characteristic bouquet of floral white 
wines – aroma and taste are dominated by fermented grape juice and the 
flavour of yeast. The size of the bowl of the Chardonnay glass allows space 
for the rich bouquet to develop its superbly diverse range of aromas, while 
minimizing the risk of becoming over concentrated. Performance is the first 
RIEDEL wine glass series ever to feature bowls with a light optic impact, which 
not only adds a pleasing visual aspect to the bowl, but also increases the inner 
surface area.
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Decanters

1405/13   TYROL

1460/14   BIG APPLE

1414/13   RIEDEL ‘O’ SINGLE 1430/13   SYRAH

1440/13   CABERNET

1700/14   DUCK

2007/03   PALOMA 2011/02   ESCARGOT
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1977/13   CORNETTO

Decanters

1414/26   RIEDEL ‘O’ THUMS 
MAGNUM

1416/13   SAINT EMILION

1500/14   POMEROL 

2011/01   FLIRT

2011/04   CURLY PINK

2011/04   CURLY CLEAR

2016/01   AYAM CLEAR
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2013/01   BOA

Decanters

1756/13   AMADEO410023   BLACK TIE 

410083   BLACK TIE AMADEO

1950/19   MAMBA

410113    HORSE 1950/09   EVE
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Decanters

2007/01   FLAMINGO 2007/02   SWAN

410013    FACE TO FACE
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Payment can be made via bank transfer, 
deposit or in cash

Please leave five working days for delivery 
from time of confirming order

Contact cheers@thetastingclass.com 
to place your order


